Sentosa Learning Journeys
for Pre-schoolers
Connecting Through Conservation

Sentosa Nature
Discovery Trail
Engage the young minds as they explore the flora
and fauna of the island that boasts eight different
types of habitat.
Interactive exhibits encourage hands-on activities as
the students learn about the island’s ecosystem and
the impact of human activities on nature.
The programme instils the value of conserving natural
habitats and shows them how anyone can contribute
to the conservation of natural habitats simply by
taking small steps and being mindful of their actions.
The Geology Gallery also offers a deeper look at the
origins of Sentosa as students learn how geology
affects their daily lives.

Co+Nut+Ink Educational
Recycling Programme
Coconut shells can be reused as bowls, flower
pots, hats, and even canvases for art. Co+Nut+Ink
is a fun recycling exercise that also lets your
students express their inner Picasso on a unique
medium that adds another dimension to their
creativity. There will be fresh coconut juice and
coconut ice-cream waiting for them on the beach!

Marine ConservAction
Discover the journey of our Sentosa turtles through an
interactive sharing. What are the potential dangers that lie
in their way, and what can we do to help the little hatchlings
get back to sea safely to join their marine friends?
In this programme, your children will learn how they can
contribute to marine conservation, and take action through
the hands-on experience of litter picking along the beaches
and determine some of the common types of litter with a
quick analysis of the rubbish collected.
This programme is recommended for families with young
children, to understand marine conservation better and help
our children be future eco-warriors!

Discover Sentosa’s
Educational Programmes and
Learning Journeys here:
go.gov.sg/sdclearningjourneys

Have fun with these
supplementary activities
and worksheets here:
go.gov.sg/sdcfunactivitiesforkids

Your admission to
Sentosa Island is FREE!
Eligible for schools arriving on
weekdays via self-arranged coach
Kindly inform us of your visit five days in
advance at engagement@sentosa.gov.sg

